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Table 8. The Diaz Team developed one goal for Risk Management.

Risk Management – Diaz Team Goal

The Agency should identify a set of risk management processes and tools which can be applied across all programs which 
recognize the diversity with respect to risk tolerance.

1.8 RISK MANAGEMENT 

CAIB Report Chapter 1, p25:
As the investigation continued, it revealed a NASA culture that had gradually begun to accept escalating risk, 
and a NASA safety program that was largely silent and ineffective.

NASA fails to account for program risk.

Agency-wide Themes
• NASA must establish a consistent set of risk as-

sessment tools, applied in a uniform way, across 
all programs.

• NASA management must have a clear under-
standing of safety requirements and risks associ-
ated with key decisions.

• NASA must stop accepting increasing levels of 
risk without understanding the total program risk.
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1.101.10 NEXT STEPSNEXT STEPSNEXT STEPSNEXT STEPS
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Team Report documents the discussions, conclusions, and goals Team Report documents the discussions, conclusions, and goals Team Report documents the discussions, conclusions, and goals Team Report documents the discussions, conclusions, and goals Team Report documents the discussions, conclusions, and goals Team Report documents the discussions, conclusions, and goals Team Report documents the discussions, conclusions, and goals Team Report documents the discussions, conclusions, and goals Team Report documents the discussions, conclusions, and goals Team Report documents the discussions, conclusions, and goals Team Report documents the discussions, conclusions, and goals Team Report documents the discussions, conclusions, and goals Team Report documents the discussions, conclusions, and goals 
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2.12.12.1 BACKGROUNDBACKGROUNDBACKGROUNDBACKGROUNDBACKGROUND
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Table 9. Organizing the R-O-Fs – the seven categories and their defi nitions. 

Leadership
Leadership is the action of inspiring, guiding, directing, or infl uencing people. Leadership is not a position in the 
hierarchy of management, but rather a series of behaviors and actions, which enables others to achieve goals 
and shared vision. Leadership occurs throughout all levels of an organization. 

Learning
Learning is the acquisition of knowledge or skill. It can be gained through formal education and training, 
experiences and expertise gained on-the-job, and through life-long experience. Learning outcomes can include 
the acquisition of knowledge and/or understanding, as well as changes in behavior.

Communication
Communication is the exchange of information between individuals, or groups by means of speaking, writing, 
or a common system of signs or behavior. One goal of communication is a sense of mutual understanding; both 
parties must speak the same language.

Processes 
and Rules

A process is a series of actions directed toward a particular aim, dealing with people or things. A process can 
also be the means to deal with somebody or something according to established procedures. Rules may be 
authoritative principles that govern individual or group behavior. Rules can also be used to ensure accountability, 
to establish authority within an organization, and to convey knowledge.

Technical 
Capabilities 

Technical capability is the set of abilities needed to accomplish specialized tasks, in fi elds such as industrial 
applications and applied science. It refers to skilled staff members and the methods, tools and resources they 
use to perform their work effectively. Technical capability is also the ability to employ a technique according to a 
strict interpretation of the rules. 

Organizational 
Structure

An organization is a group of people identifi ed by shared purpose. It defi nes the relationships among separate 
staff elements that are arranged in a coherent structure. An organizational structure, then, is the framework 
that enables a system made up of separate but interrelated parts to function as an orderly whole. For example, 
organizational structure describes the ways in which the constituent components of NASA are able to work 
together. 

Risk 
Management

Risk is the potential for injury, damage, or loss to individuals or property. Risk is also the statistical chance 
that such a hazard will occur, especially from the failure of an engineered system. Risk management is the 
systematic process of analyzing, quantifying, and managing risk as one would do with another resource available 
in the execution of a project.
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CAIB Report Chapter 8, p203:
Leaders create culture. It is their responsibility to change it. Top administrators must take responsibility for risk, 
failure, and safety by remaining alert to the effects their decisions have on the system. Leaders are responsible 
for establishing the conditions that lead to their subordinates’ successes or failures.

Management practices are a cause of the accident.

Agency-wide Themes
• Leaders must lead by example, creating conditions 

and a culture for safety and mission success.
• Leaders must balance schedule and risk.
• Leaders should allow and encourage diversity of 

views, eliminate retribution towards those with 
differing opinions, and understand that ”No” is an 
acceptable answer.

• Leaders should be grown throughout all levels of 
the organization, through succession planning and 
developmental experiences.

`
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the Team has identifi ed several means to assure NASA̓ s leader-the Team has identifi ed several means to assure NASA̓ s leader-the Team has identifi ed several means to assure NASA̓ s leader-the Team has identifi ed several means to assure NASA̓ s leader-the Team has identifi ed several means to assure NASA̓ s leader-the Team has identifi ed several means to assure NASA̓ s leader-the Team has identifi ed several means to assure NASA̓ s leader-the Team has identifi ed several means to assure NASA̓ s leader-the Team has identifi ed several means to assure NASA̓ s leader-the Team has identifi ed several means to assure NASA̓ s leader-the Team has identifi ed several means to assure NASA̓ s leader-
ship. The Team believes NASA̓ s leadership for the future is quite ship. The Team believes NASA̓ s leadership for the future is quite ship. The Team believes NASA̓ s leadership for the future is quite ship. The Team believes NASA̓ s leadership for the future is quite ship. The Team believes NASA̓ s leadership for the future is quite ship. The Team believes NASA̓ s leadership for the future is quite ship. The Team believes NASA̓ s leadership for the future is quite ship. The Team believes NASA̓ s leadership for the future is quite ship. The Team believes NASA̓ s leadership for the future is quite ship. The Team believes NASA̓ s leadership for the future is quite ship. The Team believes NASA̓ s leadership for the future is quite ship. The Team believes NASA̓ s leadership for the future is quite 
promising based on the talent we have, we will recruit, and we promising based on the talent we have, we will recruit, and we promising based on the talent we have, we will recruit, and we promising based on the talent we have, we will recruit, and we promising based on the talent we have, we will recruit, and we promising based on the talent we have, we will recruit, and we promising based on the talent we have, we will recruit, and we promising based on the talent we have, we will recruit, and we promising based on the talent we have, we will recruit, and we promising based on the talent we have, we will recruit, and we promising based on the talent we have, we will recruit, and we 
will develop. The insights NASA leaders have gained from the will develop. The insights NASA leaders have gained from the will develop. The insights NASA leaders have gained from the will develop. The insights NASA leaders have gained from the will develop. The insights NASA leaders have gained from the will develop. The insights NASA leaders have gained from the will develop. The insights NASA leaders have gained from the will develop. The insights NASA leaders have gained from the will develop. The insights NASA leaders have gained from the will develop. The insights NASA leaders have gained from the will develop. The insights NASA leaders have gained from the will develop. The insights NASA leaders have gained from the 
accident and the CAIB Report and the knowledge gained from accident and the CAIB Report and the knowledge gained from accident and the CAIB Report and the knowledge gained from accident and the CAIB Report and the knowledge gained from accident and the CAIB Report and the knowledge gained from accident and the CAIB Report and the knowledge gained from accident and the CAIB Report and the knowledge gained from accident and the CAIB Report and the knowledge gained from accident and the CAIB Report and the knowledge gained from accident and the CAIB Report and the knowledge gained from accident and the CAIB Report and the knowledge gained from 
studying and applying best leadership practices will help them studying and applying best leadership practices will help them studying and applying best leadership practices will help them studying and applying best leadership practices will help them studying and applying best leadership practices will help them studying and applying best leadership practices will help them studying and applying best leadership practices will help them studying and applying best leadership practices will help them studying and applying best leadership practices will help them studying and applying best leadership practices will help them studying and applying best leadership practices will help them 
to build a leadership philosophy and culture that supports safety to build a leadership philosophy and culture that supports safety to build a leadership philosophy and culture that supports safety to build a leadership philosophy and culture that supports safety to build a leadership philosophy and culture that supports safety to build a leadership philosophy and culture that supports safety to build a leadership philosophy and culture that supports safety to build a leadership philosophy and culture that supports safety to build a leadership philosophy and culture that supports safety to build a leadership philosophy and culture that supports safety to build a leadership philosophy and culture that supports safety 
and mission success for the Nationʼs future space program.and mission success for the Nationʼs future space program.and mission success for the Nationʼs future space program.and mission success for the Nationʼs future space program.and mission success for the Nationʼs future space program.and mission success for the Nationʼs future space program.and mission success for the Nationʼs future space program.and mission success for the Nationʼs future space program.and mission success for the Nationʼs future space program.and mission success for the Nationʼs future space program.

The criteria used to delineate those R-O-Fs that were applied to The criteria used to delineate those R-O-Fs that were applied to The criteria used to delineate those R-O-Fs that were applied to The criteria used to delineate those R-O-Fs that were applied to The criteria used to delineate those R-O-Fs that were applied to The criteria used to delineate those R-O-Fs that were applied to The criteria used to delineate those R-O-Fs that were applied to The criteria used to delineate those R-O-Fs that were applied to The criteria used to delineate those R-O-Fs that were applied to The criteria used to delineate those R-O-Fs that were applied to The criteria used to delineate those R-O-Fs that were applied to 
leadership included the themes above and a leaderʼs ability to leadership included the themes above and a leaderʼs ability to leadership included the themes above and a leaderʼs ability to leadership included the themes above and a leaderʼs ability to leadership included the themes above and a leaderʼs ability to leadership included the themes above and a leaderʼs ability to leadership included the themes above and a leaderʼs ability to leadership included the themes above and a leaderʼs ability to leadership included the themes above and a leaderʼs ability to leadership included the themes above and a leaderʼs ability to leadership included the themes above and a leaderʼs ability to leadership included the themes above and a leaderʼs ability to 
make and support decisions. These criteria also pointed to the make and support decisions. These criteria also pointed to the make and support decisions. These criteria also pointed to the make and support decisions. These criteria also pointed to the make and support decisions. These criteria also pointed to the make and support decisions. These criteria also pointed to the make and support decisions. These criteria also pointed to the make and support decisions. These criteria also pointed to the make and support decisions. These criteria also pointed to the make and support decisions. These criteria also pointed to the make and support decisions. These criteria also pointed to the 
required behaviors of desirable leaders, their ability to model required behaviors of desirable leaders, their ability to model required behaviors of desirable leaders, their ability to model required behaviors of desirable leaders, their ability to model required behaviors of desirable leaders, their ability to model required behaviors of desirable leaders, their ability to model required behaviors of desirable leaders, their ability to model required behaviors of desirable leaders, their ability to model required behaviors of desirable leaders, their ability to model required behaviors of desirable leaders, their ability to model required behaviors of desirable leaders, their ability to model required behaviors of desirable leaders, their ability to model 
good leadership traits, and their ability to mentor subordinates good leadership traits, and their ability to mentor subordinates good leadership traits, and their ability to mentor subordinates good leadership traits, and their ability to mentor subordinates good leadership traits, and their ability to mentor subordinates good leadership traits, and their ability to mentor subordinates good leadership traits, and their ability to mentor subordinates good leadership traits, and their ability to mentor subordinates good leadership traits, and their ability to mentor subordinates good leadership traits, and their ability to mentor subordinates good leadership traits, and their ability to mentor subordinates 
in support of effective leadership succession transitions. These in support of effective leadership succession transitions. These in support of effective leadership succession transitions. These in support of effective leadership succession transitions. These in support of effective leadership succession transitions. These in support of effective leadership succession transitions. These in support of effective leadership succession transitions. These in support of effective leadership succession transitions. These in support of effective leadership succession transitions. These in support of effective leadership succession transitions. These in support of effective leadership succession transitions. These 
criteria address:criteria address:criteria address:criteria address:

3.0 LEADERSHIP 
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• Empowerment by understanding and communicating Empowerment by understanding and communicating Empowerment by understanding and communicating Empowerment by understanding and communicating Empowerment by understanding and communicating Empowerment by understanding and communicating Empowerment by understanding and communicating Empowerment by understanding and communicating Empowerment by understanding and communicating 
responsibility, accountability, and authority.responsibility, accountability, and authority.responsibility, accountability, and authority.responsibility, accountability, and authority.responsibility, accountability, and authority.responsibility, accountability, and authority.responsibility, accountability, and authority.responsibility, accountability, and authority.

• Serving as an example and role model to employees Serving as an example and role model to employees Serving as an example and role model to employees Serving as an example and role model to employees Serving as an example and role model to employees Serving as an example and role model to employees Serving as an example and role model to employees Serving as an example and role model to employees Serving as an example and role model to employees Serving as an example and role model to employees 
by understanding and following the rules (but not by understanding and following the rules (but not by understanding and following the rules (but not by understanding and following the rules (but not by understanding and following the rules (but not by understanding and following the rules (but not by understanding and following the rules (but not by understanding and following the rules (but not by understanding and following the rules (but not 
“blindly”), and having a willingness to challenge the “blindly”), and having a willingness to challenge the “blindly”), and having a willingness to challenge the “blindly”), and having a willingness to challenge the “blindly”), and having a willingness to challenge the “blindly”), and having a willingness to challenge the “blindly”), and having a willingness to challenge the “blindly”), and having a willingness to challenge the “blindly”), and having a willingness to challenge the “blindly”), and having a willingness to challenge the 
rules when safety and mission success are at stake.rules when safety and mission success are at stake.rules when safety and mission success are at stake.rules when safety and mission success are at stake.rules when safety and mission success are at stake.rules when safety and mission success are at stake.rules when safety and mission success are at stake.rules when safety and mission success are at stake.rules when safety and mission success are at stake.

• A willingness and ability to challenge schedules when A willingness and ability to challenge schedules when A willingness and ability to challenge schedules when A willingness and ability to challenge schedules when A willingness and ability to challenge schedules when A willingness and ability to challenge schedules when A willingness and ability to challenge schedules when A willingness and ability to challenge schedules when A willingness and ability to challenge schedules when A willingness and ability to challenge schedules when 
appropriate and necessary based upon well thought-out appropriate and necessary based upon well thought-out appropriate and necessary based upon well thought-out appropriate and necessary based upon well thought-out appropriate and necessary based upon well thought-out appropriate and necessary based upon well thought-out appropriate and necessary based upon well thought-out appropriate and necessary based upon well thought-out appropriate and necessary based upon well thought-out appropriate and necessary based upon well thought-out 
and presented analyses of risks.and presented analyses of risks.and presented analyses of risks.and presented analyses of risks.and presented analyses of risks.and presented analyses of risks.

• Respect of others and fostering fair consideration of all Respect of others and fostering fair consideration of all Respect of others and fostering fair consideration of all Respect of others and fostering fair consideration of all Respect of others and fostering fair consideration of all Respect of others and fostering fair consideration of all Respect of others and fostering fair consideration of all Respect of others and fostering fair consideration of all Respect of others and fostering fair consideration of all Respect of others and fostering fair consideration of all Respect of others and fostering fair consideration of all 
points of view.points of view.points of view.

The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced 
the Diaz Team assessment:the Diaz Team assessment:the Diaz Team assessment:the Diaz Team assessment:the Diaz Team assessment:the Diaz Team assessment:the Diaz Team assessment:

» We need to make sure every voice is heard without We need to make sure every voice is heard without We need to make sure every voice is heard without We need to make sure every voice is heard without We need to make sure every voice is heard without We need to make sure every voice is heard without We need to make sure every voice is heard without We need to make sure every voice is heard without We need to make sure every voice is heard without We need to make sure every voice is heard without 
fear of retaliation or suppression.fear of retaliation or suppression.fear of retaliation or suppression.fear of retaliation or suppression.fear of retaliation or suppression.fear of retaliation or suppression.

» NASA leadership has become preoccupied by actions NASA leadership has become preoccupied by actions NASA leadership has become preoccupied by actions NASA leadership has become preoccupied by actions NASA leadership has become preoccupied by actions NASA leadership has become preoccupied by actions NASA leadership has become preoccupied by actions NASA leadership has become preoccupied by actions NASA leadership has become preoccupied by actions 
to address symptoms; we need the resources and lead-to address symptoms; we need the resources and lead-to address symptoms; we need the resources and lead-to address symptoms; we need the resources and lead-to address symptoms; we need the resources and lead-to address symptoms; we need the resources and lead-to address symptoms; we need the resources and lead-to address symptoms; we need the resources and lead-to address symptoms; we need the resources and lead-to address symptoms; we need the resources and lead-
ership commitment to fi x underlying causes.ership commitment to fi x underlying causes.ership commitment to fi x underlying causes.ership commitment to fi x underlying causes.ership commitment to fi x underlying causes.ership commitment to fi x underlying causes.ership commitment to fi x underlying causes.ership commitment to fi x underlying causes.

»» We need to stress among NASA leadership the impor-We need to stress among NASA leadership the impor-We need to stress among NASA leadership the impor-We need to stress among NASA leadership the impor-We need to stress among NASA leadership the impor-We need to stress among NASA leadership the impor-We need to stress among NASA leadership the impor-We need to stress among NASA leadership the impor-We need to stress among NASA leadership the impor-We need to stress among NASA leadership the impor-
tance of responding to even the lowest-level question. tance of responding to even the lowest-level question. tance of responding to even the lowest-level question. tance of responding to even the lowest-level question. tance of responding to even the lowest-level question. tance of responding to even the lowest-level question. tance of responding to even the lowest-level question. tance of responding to even the lowest-level question. tance of responding to even the lowest-level question. 
This was exactly why NASA did not exercise addition-This was exactly why NASA did not exercise addition-This was exactly why NASA did not exercise addition-This was exactly why NASA did not exercise addition-This was exactly why NASA did not exercise addition-This was exactly why NASA did not exercise addition-This was exactly why NASA did not exercise addition-This was exactly why NASA did not exercise addition-This was exactly why NASA did not exercise addition-This was exactly why NASA did not exercise addition-
al techniques with al techniques with al techniques with al techniques with Columbia Columbia to research the problem.to research the problem.to research the problem.to research the problem.to research the problem.

Throughout its Report, particularly in the “Organizational Cause Throughout its Report, particularly in the “Organizational Cause Throughout its Report, particularly in the “Organizational Cause Throughout its Report, particularly in the “Organizational Cause Throughout its Report, particularly in the “Organizational Cause Throughout its Report, particularly in the “Organizational Cause Throughout its Report, particularly in the “Organizational Cause Throughout its Report, particularly in the “Organizational Cause Throughout its Report, particularly in the “Organizational Cause Throughout its Report, particularly in the “Organizational Cause Throughout its Report, particularly in the “Organizational Cause 
Statement,” the CAIB emphasizes that many of NASA̓ s chal-Statement,” the CAIB emphasizes that many of NASA̓ s chal-Statement,” the CAIB emphasizes that many of NASA̓ s chal-Statement,” the CAIB emphasizes that many of NASA̓ s chal-Statement,” the CAIB emphasizes that many of NASA̓ s chal-Statement,” the CAIB emphasizes that many of NASA̓ s chal-Statement,” the CAIB emphasizes that many of NASA̓ s chal-Statement,” the CAIB emphasizes that many of NASA̓ s chal-Statement,” the CAIB emphasizes that many of NASA̓ s chal-Statement,” the CAIB emphasizes that many of NASA̓ s chal-Statement,” the CAIB emphasizes that many of NASA̓ s chal-
lenges for today and the future relate to its culture, which will lenges for today and the future relate to its culture, which will lenges for today and the future relate to its culture, which will lenges for today and the future relate to its culture, which will lenges for today and the future relate to its culture, which will lenges for today and the future relate to its culture, which will lenges for today and the future relate to its culture, which will lenges for today and the future relate to its culture, which will lenges for today and the future relate to its culture, which will lenges for today and the future relate to its culture, which will lenges for today and the future relate to its culture, which will lenges for today and the future relate to its culture, which will 
require the Agencyʼs reliance on: sound engineering practices; require the Agencyʼs reliance on: sound engineering practices; require the Agencyʼs reliance on: sound engineering practices; require the Agencyʼs reliance on: sound engineering practices; require the Agencyʼs reliance on: sound engineering practices; require the Agencyʼs reliance on: sound engineering practices; require the Agencyʼs reliance on: sound engineering practices; require the Agencyʼs reliance on: sound engineering practices; require the Agencyʼs reliance on: sound engineering practices; require the Agencyʼs reliance on: sound engineering practices; require the Agencyʼs reliance on: sound engineering practices; 
effective communication; employee empowerment; integrated effective communication; employee empowerment; integrated effective communication; employee empowerment; integrated effective communication; employee empowerment; integrated effective communication; employee empowerment; integrated effective communication; employee empowerment; integrated effective communication; employee empowerment; integrated effective communication; employee empowerment; integrated effective communication; employee empowerment; integrated effective communication; employee empowerment; integrated effective communication; employee empowerment; integrated effective communication; employee empowerment; integrated 
management across programmatic and organizational elements; management across programmatic and organizational elements; management across programmatic and organizational elements; management across programmatic and organizational elements; management across programmatic and organizational elements; management across programmatic and organizational elements; management across programmatic and organizational elements; management across programmatic and organizational elements; management across programmatic and organizational elements; management across programmatic and organizational elements; management across programmatic and organizational elements; 
and adherence to well-defi ned rules and standards of operations. and adherence to well-defi ned rules and standards of operations. and adherence to well-defi ned rules and standards of operations. and adherence to well-defi ned rules and standards of operations. and adherence to well-defi ned rules and standards of operations. and adherence to well-defi ned rules and standards of operations. and adherence to well-defi ned rules and standards of operations. and adherence to well-defi ned rules and standards of operations. and adherence to well-defi ned rules and standards of operations. and adherence to well-defi ned rules and standards of operations. and adherence to well-defi ned rules and standards of operations. and adherence to well-defi ned rules and standards of operations. 

In addition, in direct response to concerns expressed by the CAIB In addition, in direct response to concerns expressed by the CAIB In addition, in direct response to concerns expressed by the CAIB In addition, in direct response to concerns expressed by the CAIB In addition, in direct response to concerns expressed by the CAIB In addition, in direct response to concerns expressed by the CAIB In addition, in direct response to concerns expressed by the CAIB In addition, in direct response to concerns expressed by the CAIB In addition, in direct response to concerns expressed by the CAIB In addition, in direct response to concerns expressed by the CAIB In addition, in direct response to concerns expressed by the CAIB 
and individuals in the workforce during Safety and Mission Suc-and individuals in the workforce during Safety and Mission Suc-and individuals in the workforce during Safety and Mission Suc-and individuals in the workforce during Safety and Mission Suc-and individuals in the workforce during Safety and Mission Suc-and individuals in the workforce during Safety and Mission Suc-and individuals in the workforce during Safety and Mission Suc-and individuals in the workforce during Safety and Mission Suc-and individuals in the workforce during Safety and Mission Suc-and individuals in the workforce during Safety and Mission Suc-and individuals in the workforce during Safety and Mission Suc-and individuals in the workforce during Safety and Mission Suc-
cess Week, the Diaz Team believes that it would be worthwhile cess Week, the Diaz Team believes that it would be worthwhile cess Week, the Diaz Team believes that it would be worthwhile cess Week, the Diaz Team believes that it would be worthwhile cess Week, the Diaz Team believes that it would be worthwhile cess Week, the Diaz Team believes that it would be worthwhile cess Week, the Diaz Team believes that it would be worthwhile cess Week, the Diaz Team believes that it would be worthwhile cess Week, the Diaz Team believes that it would be worthwhile cess Week, the Diaz Team believes that it would be worthwhile cess Week, the Diaz Team believes that it would be worthwhile 
for the leadership of the Agency to confi rm that the processes in for the leadership of the Agency to confi rm that the processes in for the leadership of the Agency to confi rm that the processes in for the leadership of the Agency to confi rm that the processes in for the leadership of the Agency to confi rm that the processes in for the leadership of the Agency to confi rm that the processes in for the leadership of the Agency to confi rm that the processes in for the leadership of the Agency to confi rm that the processes in for the leadership of the Agency to confi rm that the processes in for the leadership of the Agency to confi rm that the processes in for the leadership of the Agency to confi rm that the processes in for the leadership of the Agency to confi rm that the processes in 
place or anticipated are adequate to assure that programs contain place or anticipated are adequate to assure that programs contain place or anticipated are adequate to assure that programs contain place or anticipated are adequate to assure that programs contain place or anticipated are adequate to assure that programs contain place or anticipated are adequate to assure that programs contain place or anticipated are adequate to assure that programs contain place or anticipated are adequate to assure that programs contain place or anticipated are adequate to assure that programs contain place or anticipated are adequate to assure that programs contain place or anticipated are adequate to assure that programs contain 
the appropriate balance between requirements and resources. As the appropriate balance between requirements and resources. As the appropriate balance between requirements and resources. As the appropriate balance between requirements and resources. As the appropriate balance between requirements and resources. As the appropriate balance between requirements and resources. As the appropriate balance between requirements and resources. As the appropriate balance between requirements and resources. As the appropriate balance between requirements and resources. As the appropriate balance between requirements and resources. As the appropriate balance between requirements and resources. As the appropriate balance between requirements and resources. As 
a consequence, the Team developed an additional goal which it a consequence, the Team developed an additional goal which it a consequence, the Team developed an additional goal which it a consequence, the Team developed an additional goal which it a consequence, the Team developed an additional goal which it a consequence, the Team developed an additional goal which it a consequence, the Team developed an additional goal which it a consequence, the Team developed an additional goal which it a consequence, the Team developed an additional goal which it a consequence, the Team developed an additional goal which it a consequence, the Team developed an additional goal which it 
believes, when taken with others contained in this Report, will believes, when taken with others contained in this Report, will believes, when taken with others contained in this Report, will believes, when taken with others contained in this Report, will believes, when taken with others contained in this Report, will believes, when taken with others contained in this Report, will believes, when taken with others contained in this Report, will believes, when taken with others contained in this Report, will believes, when taken with others contained in this Report, will believes, when taken with others contained in this Report, will believes, when taken with others contained in this Report, will believes, when taken with others contained in this Report, will 
enhance the probability of mission success. This one goal is in-enhance the probability of mission success. This one goal is in-enhance the probability of mission success. This one goal is in-enhance the probability of mission success. This one goal is in-enhance the probability of mission success. This one goal is in-enhance the probability of mission success. This one goal is in-enhance the probability of mission success. This one goal is in-enhance the probability of mission success. This one goal is in-enhance the probability of mission success. This one goal is in-enhance the probability of mission success. This one goal is in-enhance the probability of mission success. This one goal is in-
cluded in Table 10.cluded in Table 10.cluded in Table 10.cluded in Table 10.

Table 10. The Diaz Team developed one goal for Leadership.

Leadership – Diaz Team Goal

The Agency should assess whether program management and budget formulation processes are adequate to assure there is an 
appropriate balance of requirements, resources, and risk to ensure safety and mission success.
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Table 11. The Diaz Team determined that three Observations, and 14 Findings could be included in the Leadership Category result-
ing in seven actions.

Diaz 
Team #

CAIB #
CAIB Report Recommendations 

and Pertinent Factors
Diaz Summary Discussion

Diaz
Action #

Responsible

O13 O10.6-2
NASA and USA must understand workforce 
and infrastructure requirements

NASA managers must match workforce and 
facility requirements against capabilities

14 J

O14 O10.6-3
Work with Air Force on management of 
aging systems

Organizations outside NASA can provide risk 
management lessons

15 AE

O27 O10.12-1
Implement strategy for leadership and 
management training

Agency-wide succession planning and 
leader development

17 F

F59 F6.1-4
Lack of effective project feedback processes 
for anomalies

Feedback mechanisms important for all 
programs

28 AE

F67 F6.2-1
NASA HQ focus was on ISS Node 2 launch 
date of Feb. 2004

Management decisions without 
understanding implications

30 AE

F69 F6.2-3
Capabilities stretched to limit to support 
schedule

Audit staffi ng practices and workforce 
management

32 AE

F71 F6.2-5
No schedule margin to accommodate for 
unforeseen problems

All programs need adequate schedule 
margin

33 AE

F72 F6.2-6
Node 2 schedule may have infl uenced 
manager’s decisions

Minority views and intuition are important 
information sources

28 AE

F75 F6.3-2
Outside imagery help requested on Flight 
Day 2

Streamlined communication needed for time-
critical issues

28 AE

F79 F6.3-6 No MMT manager owned the Team’s actions
Best practices defi ne accountability and 
responsibility

28 AE

F81 F6.3-8
Team routed imagery request through JSC 
MER

Clear lines of authority across organizations 
needed

28 AE

F82 F6.3-9
Team members never realized imagery 
decision was not fi nal

Rationale for decisions and feedback 
systems needed

28 AE

F85 F6.3-12
Damage assessments uncertain due to 
multiple failures

Similar potential problems across Agency 28 AE

F88 F6.3-15
Lapses in leadership and communication for 
raising concerns

Experts need to be heard and understood 28 AE

F91 F6.3-18
Foam not a problem confi rmed by expert, 
and no one questioned

Logical rationale to support conclusions 
needed

28 AE

F92 F6.3-19
“Who requested photos?” rather than merits 
of request asked

Merits of problems communicated to 
managers need response

28 AE

F95 F6.3-22
Engineers had to prove the system was 
unsafe rather than safe

Leaders need to develop process to address 
merit of problems

28 AE
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NASA has not demonstrated the characteristics 
of a learning organization.

Agency-wide Themes
• NASA should provide robust simulation and emer-

gency response training.
• Tools, databases, and models should be developed 

and used appropriately.

4.14.14.1 INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

Much was said in the CAIB Report about the NASA culture and Much was said in the CAIB Report about the NASA culture and Much was said in the CAIB Report about the NASA culture and Much was said in the CAIB Report about the NASA culture and Much was said in the CAIB Report about the NASA culture and Much was said in the CAIB Report about the NASA culture and Much was said in the CAIB Report about the NASA culture and Much was said in the CAIB Report about the NASA culture and Much was said in the CAIB Report about the NASA culture and Much was said in the CAIB Report about the NASA culture and Much was said in the CAIB Report about the NASA culture and Much was said in the CAIB Report about the NASA culture and Much was said in the CAIB Report about the NASA culture and 
how its attributes contributed to the how its attributes contributed to the how its attributes contributed to the how its attributes contributed to the how its attributes contributed to the how its attributes contributed to the how its attributes contributed to the ColumbiaColumbia accident. The  accident. The  accident. The  accident. The 
Report specifi cally stated that NASA “has not demonstrated the Report specifi cally stated that NASA “has not demonstrated the Report specifi cally stated that NASA “has not demonstrated the Report specifi cally stated that NASA “has not demonstrated the Report specifi cally stated that NASA “has not demonstrated the Report specifi cally stated that NASA “has not demonstrated the Report specifi cally stated that NASA “has not demonstrated the Report specifi cally stated that NASA “has not demonstrated the Report specifi cally stated that NASA “has not demonstrated the Report specifi cally stated that NASA “has not demonstrated the Report specifi cally stated that NASA “has not demonstrated the Report specifi cally stated that NASA “has not demonstrated the Report specifi cally stated that NASA “has not demonstrated the 
characteristics of a learning organization.” While there may be characteristics of a learning organization.” While there may be characteristics of a learning organization.” While there may be characteristics of a learning organization.” While there may be characteristics of a learning organization.” While there may be characteristics of a learning organization.” While there may be characteristics of a learning organization.” While there may be characteristics of a learning organization.” While there may be characteristics of a learning organization.” While there may be characteristics of a learning organization.” While there may be characteristics of a learning organization.” While there may be characteristics of a learning organization.” While there may be 
a variety of views on what these characteristics would be, if we a variety of views on what these characteristics would be, if we a variety of views on what these characteristics would be, if we a variety of views on what these characteristics would be, if we a variety of views on what these characteristics would be, if we a variety of views on what these characteristics would be, if we a variety of views on what these characteristics would be, if we a variety of views on what these characteristics would be, if we a variety of views on what these characteristics would be, if we a variety of views on what these characteristics would be, if we a variety of views on what these characteristics would be, if we a variety of views on what these characteristics would be, if we 
refer to Peter Senge, a noted authority on this matter, they would refer to Peter Senge, a noted authority on this matter, they would refer to Peter Senge, a noted authority on this matter, they would refer to Peter Senge, a noted authority on this matter, they would refer to Peter Senge, a noted authority on this matter, they would refer to Peter Senge, a noted authority on this matter, they would refer to Peter Senge, a noted authority on this matter, they would refer to Peter Senge, a noted authority on this matter, they would refer to Peter Senge, a noted authority on this matter, they would refer to Peter Senge, a noted authority on this matter, they would refer to Peter Senge, a noted authority on this matter, they would refer to Peter Senge, a noted authority on this matter, they would 
be: be: 

1. Systems thinkingSystems thinkingSystems thinking
2.2. Personal masteryPersonal masteryPersonal masteryPersonal mastery
3. Mental models Mental models Mental models 
4. Shared visionShared visionShared vision
5. Team learningTeam learningTeam learning

According to Senge, these characteristics of a learning organi-According to Senge, these characteristics of a learning organi-According to Senge, these characteristics of a learning organi-According to Senge, these characteristics of a learning organi-According to Senge, these characteristics of a learning organi-According to Senge, these characteristics of a learning organi-According to Senge, these characteristics of a learning organi-According to Senge, these characteristics of a learning organi-According to Senge, these characteristics of a learning organi-According to Senge, these characteristics of a learning organi-According to Senge, these characteristics of a learning organi-According to Senge, these characteristics of a learning organi-According to Senge, these characteristics of a learning organi-
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4.0 LEARNING 

CAIB Report Chapter 7, p192:
The Board concludes that NASA’s current organization does not provide effective checks-and-balances, does not 
have an independent safety program, and has not demonstrated the characteristics of a learning organization. 
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Table 12. The Diaz Team developed one goal for Learning.

Learning – Diaz Team Goal

The Agency should identify an appropriate approach for the future development of a knowledge management system and 
infrastructure to assure knowledge retention and lessons learned.
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Table 13. The Diaz Team determined that one Recommendation and four Findings could be included in the Learning Category result-
ing in three actions.

Diaz 
Team #

CAIB #
CAIB Report Recommendations 

and Pertinent Factors
Diaz Summary Discussion

Diaz 
Action #

 Responsible

R20 R6.3-1
Expanded training program for Mission 
Management Team

All programs need robust training and 
simulation

7 AE

F96 F6.3-23
Little discussion of analysis, assumptions, 
issues

Managers need to base decisions on facts 7 AE

F114 F7.4-9
Information databases marginally effective 
decision tools

Need for assessing program management 
support tools

38 AE

F115 F7.4-10
SR&QA do not use the Lessons Learned 
Info System

Case studies and training for lessons 
learned needed

38 AE

F116 F7.4-11
Multiple databases without a convenient way 
to integrate

Database commonality and real-time access 
necessary

39 AE
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